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Abstract

The three-dimensional (3-D) registration of
Magnetic Resonance (MR) and Positron Emis-
sion Tomographic (PET) images of the brain is
important for analysis of the human brain and
its diseases. A procedure for optimization of
(3-D) morphological structuring elements, based
on a genetic algorithm, is presented in the pa-
per. The registration of the MR and PET brain
images is done by means of a registration pro-
cedure in two major phases. In the first phase,
the Iterative Principal Axis Transform (IPAR) is
used for initial registration. In the second phase,
the optimal shape description method based on
the Morphological Signature Transform (MST)
is used for final registration. The morphologi-
cal processing is used to improve the accuracy
of the basic IPAR method. The brain ventri-
cle is used as a landmark for MST registration.
A near-optimal structuring element obtained by
means of a genetic algorithm is used in MST to
describe the shape of the ventricle. The method
has been tested on a set of brain images demon-
strating the feasibility of approach.

ing modality provides, information about the
anatomical structure of the brain while PET
imaging modality detects the metabolic activ-
ity of the brain. In order to utilize both sources
of information it is necessary to correlate inde-
pendently acquired MR and PET brain images.
Several approaches for registration of MR and
PET have been investigated and presented in
literature such as techniques based on the use
of stereotactic frames or external markers [1],
anatomic landmarks [2], and surface or volume
matching [3]. An accurate and practical volume-
based registration method has been developed
by Arata et al. [4]. It is called Iterative Prin-
cipal Axis Registration (IPAR). In this method
a principal axis transform of MR and PET bi-
nary volumes is used to align the volumes. An
improvement to the IPAR method has been de-
veloped by Loncaric and Dhawan [5]. It uses 3-D
morphological processing of brain ventricles for
an improved registration. The ventricle shape is
described by means of the Morphological Signa-
ture Transform (MST) based method for shape
description [6, 7].

1 INTRODUCTION

The multi-modality medical imaging has become
important tool for analysis of various human or-
gans. In the case of human brain imaging, a
combination of MR and PET modalities pro-
vides a powerful diagnostic tool. MR imag-

In this paper, we present a solution to the
problem of selection of 3-D structuring element
for MST shape description. The procedure is
based on a method for optimization of 2-D struc-
turing elements [8, 9, 10]. The optimization
method employs a genetic algorithm to select a
shape of a near-optimal 3-D structuring element
(SE) for MST-based morphological processing.
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Figure 1: Block-diagram representation of the 3-D GA optimization procedure.

2 METHODS

2.1 Preprocessing and Segmenta-
tion

Due to a varying brightness of the brain scan
films it is necessary to do a preprocessing of
images so that variability is eliminated. Sub-
sequent image processing algorithms are then
confronted with an easier task. A preprocessing
of the MR and PET images consists of several
steps. The first step is a normalization of the
image brightness which is based on the K-means
clustering algorithm [11]. This step brings image
background, brain skull, and brain tissue bright-
ness into a pre-defined range so that all analyzed
images have the same characteristics. The MR
and PET images are interpolated in the second
step to provide cubic voxels which are necessary
for subsequent steps in image analysis.

A segmentation of the preprocessed gray-scale
MR and PET images is performed for two pur-
poses. First, the segmentation of the brain vol-
ume is performed for the needs of the volume-
based IPAR method. Second, the segmentation
of the brain ventricle is performed to provide the

additional reference volume for the MST-based
registration. The brain and the ventricle are seg-
mented automatically by means of thresholding
and 2-D and 3-D morphological postprocessing.
The segmentation result is corrected manually,
if necessary, by an expert neuroradiologist.

2.2 A Genetic Algorithm for Op-
timal MST Registration

The MST-based shape description method can
be applied to both two and three-dimensional
shapes. In this paper, MST method is applied
to three-dimensional shapes. The MST method
is based on successive morphological processing
of a binary shape by a binary SE. Volumes of
successively processed shapes are used to form
a shape descriptor vector. The problem associ-
ated with many morphological methods is the
problem of the selection of the SE which pro-
vides the optimal processing. Here, we propose
the use of genetic algorithm (GA) for optimiza-
tion of the 3-D SE shape. Every GA must in-
clude a criteria for elimination of non-efficient
(non-optimal) candidates for the optimal solu-
tion. In this work, the GA optimization criteria
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Figure 2: The four planes of a near-optimal 3-D binary structuring element obtained by means of
GA. The SE size is 4 x 4 x 4.

is designed to enable the best discrimination be-
tween fine 3-D positional variations of the ven-
tricle shape. This discrimination is required by
MST method for registration. The conventional
reproduction, crossover, and mutation GA pro-
cedures are here extended to 3-D optimization
space. A variable crossover rate controlled by
the population entropy and 3-D chromosomes
are used in the GA. The block-diagram of the 3-
D genetic algorithm optimization procedure is
represented in Figure 1. The input ventricle
shapes in Figure 1 are produced from a single
ventricle by means of fine 3-D rotations of the
original 3-D shape. This is required because the
3-D SE which best discriminates between fine
positional variations of the single (original) 3-D
shape has to be determined. The resulting SE is
called the optimal SE. It actually is just a near-
optimal solution because of the nature of genetic
algorithms which cannot guarantee that the op-
timal solution is reached. However, in practise
it is often satisfactory to know a near-optimal
solution to the problem.

3 EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS

3.1 Genetic Algorithm

In SE optimization experiment, the structuring
element size is set to 4 x 4 x 4. The optimiza-
tion procedure is conducted using the GA-based
procedure shown in Figure 1. The four planes
of a near-optimal 3-D SE, obtained by means
of GA, are shown in Figure 2. The resulting
SE is near-optimal in the sense that fine posi-
tional variations of the brain ventricle are best
discriminated when this particular SE is used

in MST shape description procedure. This pro-
vides precise registration of the MR and PET
brain volumes.

3.2 Brain Registration

A set of IPAR and optimal MST matched im-
ages is shown in Figure 3. For a better graphical
presentation to a user, a pseudocolored image
is produced for each pair of registered MR and
PET slices. The produced color images have the
brightness determined by the intensity of MR
gray images and the color determined by the
brightness of PET gray images. Such a pseu-
docolored image is a convenient way of combin-
ing the anatomical information provided by MR
imaging modality and metabolical information
provided by PET imaging modality.

4 CONCLUSION

Brain ventricles are used as an additional ref-
erence for brain registration. This registration
method uses a combined IPAR-MST approach.
A genetic algorithm for selection of a near-
optimal 3-D structuring element is presented in
the paper. A near-optimal structuring element
provides better discrimination of the ventricle
shape using the MST shape description method.
The discrimination property is critical for de-
scription of fine positional variations of the brain
ventricle. Experimental results demonstrate fea-
sibility of the genetic algorithm based method
for structuring element optimization and its suc-
cessful application to the registration of medical
images.
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Figure 3: IPAR/MST registered PET images. MR brain contours are superimposed on PET brain
image.
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